Background Survey and Last Names Experiment

Networked Life (NETS 112)
Fall 2014
Prof. Michael Kearns

The first page of this document is a simple background survey, and the second page contains an interesting social experiment we will discuss shortly. Please complete both portions and return in hardcopy at the beginning of the next lecture (Tuesday, Sep 13).

Background Survey

Networked Life has no formal prerequisites and is open to all majors and all levels. However, it will be helpful to me in teaching the course to have an overall sense of the students' level of background in certain topics and tools. For each item below, please write "none", "some" or "lots" to indicate your prior exposure to each.

Academic topics:

Social Network Theory: Behavioral Psychology: Game Theory:
Economics: Mathematical Sociology: Finance:
Theory of Computation: Discrete Math: Graph Theory:
How the Internet Works: Probability Theory: Statistics:

Computer tools:

Basic Internet usage (web search and browsing, file downloading, email, etc):
Excel usage (simple computations and data manipulation, formulas, etc):
Other data analysis/statistics software (e.g. SAS, Matlab; please list):

Commercial social network usage (e.g. Google+, Facebook, LinkedIn, Friendster (!), MySpace, Orkut, etc; please list):
Last Names Experiment

Directions: Carefully go through the list of last names given below. Circle a name if you personally know someone who has that last name. For this exercise, "knowing" means that you have met them in person and spoken with them. If you know more than one person with that last name, write the number of people you know with that last name next to your circle.

Count up the circles and numbers, and write the total here: ______

For quality control and entertainment purposes, Prof. Kearns will randomly select some of these forms and call on students to verify that they actually know people with the circled last names.